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“Cabana evokes wonder and describes eclecticism. Happy birthday, Cabana, and keep adventuring!”
—hamish b owles
“Cabana takes my breath away. . . . If [it] were an adjective it would describe: an authentic, original,
idiosyncratic and truly lived-in style, whether humble or grand it doesn’t matter!”
—Amy astley

DRAWN FROM THE PAGES OF THE SUMPTUOUS
and highly sought-after, Cabana magazine, founded by global tastemaker Martina Mondadori Sartogo, Cabana Anthology celebrates
the most extraordinary personal statements in interior design, lifestyle, architecture, and related specialties.
Showcasing the very best stories, profiles, and interviews from
Cabana’s first five, formative, years, this anthology offers an incredible photographic journey through a unique and timeless mix of visual
essays from contributors ranging from Manolo Blahnik and Alessandro Michele to Patrick Kinmoth, Christopher Gibbs, and Annabelle
Selldorf. The text is accompanied by artful photography by Miguel
Flores-Vianna, François Halard, Tim Beddow, Guido Taroni, and
other internationally renowned interior photographers.

Cabana magazine is a biannual publication that is based in London,

Cabana Anthology:

printed in Italy, and distributed worldwide. Thanks to its unique printing

edited by Martina Mondadori Sartogo

techniques, limited-edition production, fabric covers, and graphic design,

• Hardcover, with real cloth

Cabana is perceived as an authentic collector’s item, with each issue form-

case cover

ing a piece of the overall collection. From the simplest object to the rarest

• Over 450 color illustrations

collectible, from rural huts to cosmopolitan dwellings, Cabana explores

• 488 pages with three inserts,

the intellectual and emotional intimacy that creative people share with

9 × 12 in.

buildings and their surroundings, while also celebrating the passion and

• ISBN 978-0-86565-358-0

endurance of artisanal creations.

• US $95 | CAN $119

In only a few years, Cabana has gathered an enviable group of interna-

• Publication date: Sept. 2018

tional, like-minded contributors and aesthetes that includes Alessandro
Michele, Ashley Hicks, Lee Radziwill, Patrick Kinmonth, Carolina Irving,

Contact:

and many more. Cabana’s photographers and writers are given the envi-

Meghan Phillips

able freedom to explore the off-beat and the unknown beauties in over-

212-932-0688

looked parts of the world, all with the support of Cabana’s talented editor,

mphillips@vendomepress.com

Martina Mondadori Sartogo, who champions interiors that are authentic,
layered in history, and deeply personal.
With astonishing production values, including multiple paper stocks,
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interior stamping and lamination, and three facsimile inserts, Cabana

181 State Street

Anthology is a must-have item for regular subscribers and those who

Suite 304

wish they subscribed, as well as for any art and design aficionados.

Portland, ME 04101
or

About the author:
Martina Mondadori Sartogo, born in Milan, grew up surrounded by her father
Leonardo Mondadori’s eclectic collection, featuring everything from ancient
mosaics to old master and Impressionist drawings. The Mondadori home, decorated by Renzo Mongiardino in his typically lush and extravagant style, prepared
Martina to write The Interiors and Architecture of Renzo Mongiardino: A Painterly Vision (2017). She lives in London with her husband and three children.
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